
European Discovery and Expansion 

  

I. Warfare and trade 

  

A. Crusades (1090s – 1400s) 

- Can be traced to 1090s – Crusades launched by Western European leaders to conquer Holy 

Land 

- Were usually unsuccessful 

- But Crusades brought Europe in contact with different civilizations 

- Some knowledge from these civilizations had been lost during Middle Ages 

- In Middle East – came into contact with extensive trade route and extremely desirable 

goods (for example, Chinese silks, Indian cotton) 

- Also exposed Europeans to lost learning 

- Much knowledge of Greek, Roman civilizations lost 

- Arab scholars had translated works into Latin 

- Philosophers, mathematicians re-discovered 

- Technology: mechanical clocks (Arabs), gunpowder (Chinese); gunpowder important for 

warfare 

- Crusades provided some preconditions (wealth, technology, new mindset) for voyages, 

discoveries  

B. Mediterranean trade 

- Beginning around the 1300s, was also much East-West trade taking place, especially in the 

Mediterranean 

- Italian merchants gained influence 

- Profits in transportation – huge 

- City states in 1300s-1500s in Italy became powerful 

- So successful – sponsored all kinds of intellectual/cultural activities 

- This Renaissance – Europeans acquired new outlook through it  

- Before – Europeans fatalistic, mere pawns of nature 

- Now – especially among the elite – more optimistic, man could master nature, overcome 

obstacles (thus more courage to go explore) 

  

II. Rise of nation-states 

- Related to expansion of wealth 

- Until 1300s – most of Western Europe – rulers often one among many 

- Often rulers involved in civil wars with other nobles 

- Now becoming unified – under one dynasty 

  

A. Portugal (1380s) 

- Is first example of this 

- John the First – king – realized control of trade could control whole country 

- With agreements with merchants – merchants would pay taxes 

- John would use profits to create bureaucracy, army (for political control) 

     B. Spain 

- Made of separate kingdoms – Castille and Aragon (2 most important ones) 

- In south – Grenada was a Muslim kingdom 

- 1469 – Castille and Aragon united through marriage – Ferdinand and Isabella 

- Then Ferdinand and Isabella led war against Granada – called “the conquest” 

- 1492 – defeated Muslims (Moors) in Granada – now Spain united (same year as Columbus 

voyage) 

     C. England 

- 1400s – Wars of the Roses – led to Tudor Dynasty, centralization of power 

  



D. France  

- Civil wars until Francis I became supreme ruler 

  

III. Imperial rivalries (note - empires connected with early modern world, different from the 

empires that come to dominate most of the world in the 1800s) 

     - Late 1300s – early 1400s – eastern trade dominated by Muslim Arabs, western trade  

dominated by Italian Christians 

- These early nation-states were engaged in rivalry over how to bypass both 

  

A. Portugal – its king wanted it active in East-West trade, wanted dominance 

1. Henry the Navigator – bypassing middlemen in Mediterranean was the goal 

              · His solution – go to Asia by coast of Africa 

              · Took decades to achieve 

              · Navigation school established in southern Portugal 

              · This school led to better vessels for ocean waters 

              · Waters were treacherous – most of efforts were to chart African coast (to get around  

                  it better) 

              · In exploring Africa – explorers saw trade advantages there (ivory, gold, slaves –  

most slaves sent to Mediterranean and Atlantic islands for sugar plantations) 

              · By 1488 – Portuguese reached Cape of Good Horn 

2. VASCO DA GAMA  

              · Was among such explorers 

              · He reached horn of Africa in 1498 – where Somalia is now 

              · Was financial success – Portugal thus became dominant trading power in Europe  

     

    B. Spain  

1. Ferdinand and Isabella 

- Both monarchs were jealous of Portuguese king’s successes  

- In 1492 – after defeat of the Muslims, forcing Jews to convert or leave, Isabella decided to 

sponsor voyage of Christopher Columbus 

  2. Christopher Columbus  

- Columbus offered second alternative – sailing west across Atlantic and then reaching Asia 

- Most educated people knew world round – yet they knew he made miscalculation (was 

11,000 miles instead of 6,000 miles to reach Asia) 

- Most Europeans he’d asked to sponsor refused because of this miscalculation 

- Yet Isabella was desperate and sponsored him 

- Columbus accidentally arrived in Bahamas, claimed he’d seen Indians 

- Columbus didn’t realize until his death that he’d reached a new continent 

  3. Amerigo Vespucci  

- Was mapmaker – first to argue was new continent – thus was called America in honor of 

him  

  4. Treaty of Tordesillas (1494) 

- Soon Spain discovered huge deposits of gold, silver in Mexico, Peru 

- Became most powerful militarily  

- Created potential conflict with Portugal – both afraid of the other taking over their areas 

- 1494 – agreed that Pope would mediate – Treaty of Tordesillas 

- In it – everything east of the line of the Treaty was exclusively under Portugal (line drawn 

through Brazil); everything west of the line was exclusively under Spain 

- Thus war prevented 

- But Brazil not known until 1500 by Portuguese explorer Cabral – by accident  

- This became Portugal’s only colony in the Western Hemisphere 

 

  



C. English and French  

- Couldn’t afford exploration – too many domestic problems – yet some expeditions 

- Goal – to find a Northwest Passage to Asia 

- If sailed northwest, would find trade passage to Asia 

- Enabled them to establish claim to North America (but didn’t introduce colonies until 

1600s) 

- (Portugal – alliance with England; could hire mercenaries; was mountainous – thus, in 

1490s, Spain couldn’t just attack Portugal) 

  

IV. Advancements in shipping and navigation 

- This was taking place as Portuguese, others sought new ways around the globe to get to 

Asia 

- greater contact with Middle East, with East Asia also helped bring innovations in shipping 

and navigation 

- such innovations included the compass, et al   

  

V. Religious zeal 

  

A. Christians vs. Muslims   

- was strong sense that end of world was near, that need to fight for purity of the faith 

- was strong motive, therefore, to seek converts to faith, fight off the Muslim and other 

infidels (seen in Crusades, in driving out Muslims from Spain, in persecuting Jews 

thereafter)  

  

B. Prester John  

- Prester John – was mythical medieval prince associated with Crusades; Portuguese 

explorers were looking for him as ally to launch pincer strike against Muslims  

- Was a lot about overcoming own economic backwardness (Portugal had absolutely nothing 

to offer the rest of the world except for cork, and Spain wasn’t much better), as well as 

fighting infidel Muslims that drove these European explorations by Portuguese and Spain  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


